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Auction

STUNNING LANDSCAPE - UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIESLOOKING FOR - A retreat space? - Complete seclusion? - Bring

the whole family together property? - The ultimate getaway? Or just a massive playground?This opportunity is not only

unique but rare - Buy One or buy all lots to own a massive 1140 acres!The 3 lots consist of: -Lot 3- 110.7 haThis lot offers

a house, separate amenities, unbelievable landscaping, a second dwelling space, a self-contained donga and more, and

let's not forget the amazing 32 ACRE DAM! Yes, it is as good as it looks. The cherry on the cake for this lot is that there is

nearly a kilometre of street frontage and well over 100 acres of usable land for cattle, horses, or planting.Lot 11- 70.47

HaThis lot adjoins lot 3 and would be the perfect partner, ensuring even more privacy. This lot offers plenty of play space

and amazing spots with great vistas for that dream home.Lot 13 - 280.2 HaThis Lot is ideal for complete seclusion off grid

adventure lovers. You have a whole mountain range to yourself on this beautiful parcel of land. Yes, its 4wd country in

some spots but plenty of adventure and exploring. There is also acres and acres of usable land with plenty of water run

offs, perfect for another 32-acre dam.The properties are approximately only a 60minute drive from the Cairns CBD and

Internal airport, just another plus for the unique possibilities these blocks offer.THIS IS A ONE OFF OPPORTUNIY - BE

THERE TO BID OR MISS OUTNo inspections are permitted with the agent present. Please call Sonia Poole 0407 028 388.


